
Our client was on a mission to change the course of medicine – 

one patient at a time. The scalability for the scheduling, planning, 

and production of personalized medicine, and in this case, CAR-T 

cell therapy, is an extremely ambitious goal for any biotechnology 

company. This client’s precision medicine is designed to use the 

patient’s own immune system to give the human body the power 

to fight diseases and cancer.

Our client was looking for a partner with deep understanding of 

the enterprise and production technology and best practices 

processes for scaling cell therapy manufacturing capabilities. They 

chose Clarkston to help them on their journey prior to 

commercialization of their highly anticipated drug approval.   
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I N D U S T R Y:
Biotechnology

P R O D U C T S  &  
S E R V I C E S :
This company o�ers 
immunotherapy treatments to 
patients with di�cult-to-treat 
cancer diagnoses.

E M P L OY E E S :
700

P R I M A R Y  O B J E C T I V E S :
■     Design a fully scalable solution within S/4HANA to address the complex requirements around cell therapy production, 

scheduling and treatment.

■     Identify the capabilities of S/4HANA and how this technology can be used for a pre-commercial biotechnology 

company manufacturing cell therapy treatment. This treatment type is new to the industry and this client wanted to 

ensure they were implementing the most evolved and innovative solutions to serve their patients.

W H AT  I S  C A R - T  C E L L  T H E R A P Y ?
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R E S O L U T I O N :
■     Using an Agile approach to explore the needs of the client and the technology capabilities and best practices, this 

client worked with Clarkston Consulting to assess the on-premise capabilities of S/4HANA Enterprise Management 

solution, SAP Master Data Governance for SAP S/4HANA, SAP Process Orchestration, SAP BusinessObjects BI. This 

client also planned the implementation of cloud solutions - including Ariba Buying and Invoicing, Ariba Commerce 

Automation, and IBP Edge. 

■     Clarkston was also engaged to identify the processes related to production planning and scheduling, since the 

requirements for cell therapy production are very new and unique in the industry. Production operates on a razor-thin 

timeline based on when the patient blood draw occurs so patient scheduling, capacity analysis, and equipment 

maintenance have to be perfectly planned into the manufacturing process. Delivery delays are not acceptable in this 

form of treatment and the process needed to be mapped with the technology capabilities.

■     Clarkston was also selected as a partner to assist in critical activities associated with computer systems validation, 

LIMS enhancements, and Inspection Readiness associated with BLA and commercialization.

C O M PA N Y:
Cell Therapy Manufacturer

K E Y  B E N E F I T S :

This project provided the client with a first-of-its-kind large scale commercialization roadmap for CAR-T cell therapy 

treatments. The roadmap developed by Clarkston Consulting defined a sustainable and scalable commercialization 

process for existing and future cell therapies, tailored for the unique complexities of their treatment o�ering. This 

roadmap was further bolstered by a comprehensive computer system landscape definition to ensure a technological 

environment that could support and evolve with the commercialization of the CAR-T cell therapy treatments. 

CAR-T cell therapy, also called chimeric antigen receptor 

T-cell therapy, is a treatment type where a patient’s T cells 

are taken from a patient’s blood and are altered to attack 

cancer cells. Then, a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) binds 

to a certain protein on the patient’s cancer cells in the 

laboratory. Large numbers of these CAR-T cells are grown 

in the laboratory and given to the patient by infusion.

This method is being tested in the treatment of cancer. The 

full treatment process is extremely complicated because of 

the precision required in execution from patient scheduling 

in the apheresis process, to the transportation to the 

laboratory, the multi-step processes associated with 

developing the CAR-T cells, and scheduling the infusion.  

Currently, these treatments are typically applied to 

extremely sick patients. The best practice methods and 

technologies are emerging as several leading 

biotechnology companies explore this treatment’s potential. 
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